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The way consciousness arises and develops is through relationship. So it is possible to look at God and 

how creation came about by looking at the manner of relationships from the beginning. 

 

God is a united being that holds characteristics of masculine and feminine. Out of this being, out of an 

impulse to project beyond itself and experience love, the two characteristics were separated into distinct 

aspects of male and female. This created a dynamic and this polarity is the basis of all energy. This can be 

envisioned by the image of a breath of wind moving over the water. Consider that this breath is the 

masculine aspect and with the slightest whisper that sounds over the water the feminine, with a ripple, a 

response, acknowledges that she has heard. He is moved by her response, there is something, a reaction 

but also a quality of genuine interest. And so he reaches out again and now there is expectation, I am here 

and she has heard me. Another breath and she can tell her slight response had an effect on him. Who was 

she, she wondered. 

 

So they moved from this initial welcome through more and more complex interactions. The masculine 

would be the one to initiate. The feminine response came from her innate character which gave a sublime 

tone and beauty. He noticed the added quality, that there was something new about what he had offered 

her. This was intriguing and they enjoyed being in each others company. 

 

Let's look again at the quality of the masculine and feminine aspects of God and see how each manifested 

and could relate to a new creation. The masculine initiates, acts, and has a guiding impulse. The feminine 

is the being that is acted upon, receives the impulse, and embodies or holds what has been put in motion. 

As they interacted with each other the masculine would naturally have a self awareness. He would 

consider and review things. He was able to ideate this into a unique being as a natural partner which 

became an angel. The feminine aspect, though, held the impulse she received within her. She needed the 

masculine impulse which she would then let move through her to give form to a new being. She could 

then recognize herself and interact with this new life form when it grew to maturity and could reciprocate 

her love and concern. 

 

Only the masculine aspect of God dealt with the angel. It was his own self awareness which had become 

an entity. When God reached out to the angel there was not a being with its own inborn character. There 

was a base or a way for it to hold a reflection. It grew from a series of impulses, on and off and on and off 

again, that were resonances or energy which would then harmonize and cohere enough to be indentifiable. 

It soon developed a memory and could search within itself to adequately copy what it was given. Since it 

was learning from an aspect of God more was involved than duplicating an image. There was heart and 

intent so the angel soon took a concern in what he recreated and had an expectation that it was received 

well by God. Together they explored all kinds of ideas and possibilities. When an idea became coherent 

enough they could create a new entity. A myriad of angels took shape and filled new realms. They were 

both inspired. 

 

The masculine aspect of God had grown through this interaction but unlike the angel, we will call Lucifer, 

he is also primarily in a relationship with the feminine. God had separated into male and female so that 

when the two would come together they'd create a whole new being who embodied the original intent of 

that united God. Reality or time and space is the stage where intent is imprinted. So what was in place 



 

 

when God created into reality and time and space? 

 

The female and male aspects had grown into a certain oneness of heart and now shared God's desire to 

create outside of themselves. They wanted someone to share the joy of their relationship with. The 

masculine God aspect also had grown as close to the angel as a brother. The masculine aspect of God had 

a sounding board and was able to work out the principles and qualities of creation. Lucifer had matured 

into his own unique identity and he had a good understanding of God's heart. It seemed the relationship 

was ready for God to draw Lucifer close and introduce him to the feminine God aspect. This would then 

bring the ideation of the universe into contact with the substantiation quality and the original intent of the 

united God. As Lucifer met the feminine for the first time he was enamored by her beauty and grace and 

he was attracted to her. He could not see her as the masculine God did. It would have been a change for 

him but he only knew a certain way to do things, to respond to ideas, to put things in order. One could call 

it pride but it also was the only way he saw things. He was unsure at that level of heart development but 

confidant in how he had learned to master and develop complex systems. Because she had a responsive 

nature he thought she needed what he had to offer and he envisioned the world they could make together. 

At the same time he was aware of what the masculine and feminine God were to each other so he became 

jealous and sought to move the masculine God out of the way. This was the moment of creation and it 

was as though awareness that needs to derive from relationship was instead turned into self interest with 

no connection to what the relationship was. Awareness of experience detached from the experience itself. 

This was the precedent for what is called the fall of man. The cosmos was created away from the center. 

 

The original process of creation now had to take a long divergent path through time. The idea had been 

for a female to absorb and hold the impulse and a male to initiate it. The male was naturally creative and 

could naturally receive a response to his effort. Yet for the female it was only through the co-creators, the 

children, that she could have her love returned and learn who she was. Yet she was cut out of the story. 

It's as though when Lucifer tried to push aside the male to get close to the female she disappeared from 

view so as not be taken from her true love. The masculine God then had to deal with Lucifer and make 

things right before he could be able to return home and speak honestly and freely and be understood. 

 

As the source of life God's intent is a plan that will reach completion. Humans would learn to co-create 

and become close to God's heart. They would live together and enjoy each others company. Lucifer knew 

this plan and wanted to replace God. He didn't have a life source so his plan was for humans to use the 

life source they got from God and have them build the world he would rule forever. The plan had two 

main components, to claim the lineage and to govern society. 

 

The ideal of God and the precedent for a human fall away from God has been established and now it 

needs to be placed in a historical framework. All the moments and interactions between masculine and 

feminine God cohered and became the base for a whole cosmic array of worlds and beings. Each was 

planted as a seed into the cosmos as time and space were created. Each had its own harmonic and light 

resonance that in time moved from a more ethereal to a more solid form. In everything consciousness and 

design precede form. From their original conception humans steadily developed through eons. At first 

they appeared as a cloud of light frequencies that were able to hold an imprint of what a human could be. 

They then moved from a gaseous on through a plasma stage until a kind of human form began to emerge. 

Reproduction moved on from asexual to a differentiation of the sexes. At some point there was a distinct 

human form for each person with its own life force and some sense of identity. 

 

The epoch of Lemuria covers the early stage from unique but somewhat amorphous beings, through 

separation of the sexes, and then on to some recognition of independent consciousness. Society still acted 

as a whole and an individual lived and moved along with the whole body of society. This was a formation 

stage and there would have been a kind of graduation and recognition of what had been done, of what 

systems and knowledge and conflicts it had. There is a bridge between ages of slow change but there is 

also a real initiation and graduation, failure was also noted, between levels of growth in consciousness. 

 

The Atlantaen epoch followed and expanded out over the earth. This is an age of individualization and 

humans were anatomically modern humans. Researchers are able to study the remnants of these societies. 

As they look more into the Pyramids of Giza they have found them to be much older than was once said. 

And as one looks at the whole plateau area it is evident the more advanced knowledge was held in the 

older structures and degrades as later structures were built. There were principles used for construction, 

for stability, but the more advanced knowledge is revealed in the ratios within the design, the slight curve 

of the outer walls, so it could be used to increase and focus energy. The engineers were familiar with an 

advanced level of calculus and physics only rediscovered in the last few centuries. They also had 

astronomical knowledge that was reflected in the pyramids exact proportion to the size of the earth and of 

the distance to the sun. So just the pyramids structure, beyond the hieroglyphs, reveals the legacy of a rich 

civilization and a desire to pass their knowledge down through the ages. But it was also essential to their 

technology as a source of energy based on the design and the use of quartz in the building material. This 

kind of structure with sophisticated scientific design has been found all over the world, Europe, America, 

Asia. More than trying to make an archaeological statement on the existence of Atlantis it is important to 

see that there were real, integral past civilizations that were at a certain stage of consciousness. This was 



 

 

an age of individualization in which people learned responsibility. They learned to deal with each other, 

and they learned how to design, plan and complete projects. 

 

Hieroglyphs from pyramid sites and legends from ancient texts give us an introduction into what life and 

culture was like in those earlier cultures. And here we find the stories of the gods coming down to breed 

with the daughters of men. In the West the Greek gods and the Nephilim and some angels of The Bible 

refer to this. It is a common occurrence in The Vedas. This was an age when non-humans often acted 

supreme over humans and had intercourse and sired some kind of offspring, hybrids, or beings with 

artificial intelligence whether viable or not. There is a whole history, a cosmic history, that would explain 

where these non-humans came from, what they were, and how their worlds reached ascendancy then fell 

into ruin and how Lucifer had gained mastery over many realms and angels. In human history they were 

attempts and practice for Lucifer to figure out how to enter his seed into the human lineage and have it 

take hold through generations. 

 

There were a couple major catastrophes that destroyed these civilizations and one result was that the 

magnetic layout of the Earth was altered. This affected the energy system and it no longer functioned. 

People would have tried to duplicate methods and practices that had been etched in stone or remembered 

by survivors to get the infrastructure to work but soon they put their effort into just trying to sustain their 

lives. Without an energy source culture retreated into the stone age. After some time, around 11,500 years 

ago, the catastrophic flood came which covered much of the Earth so only a few people or groups in 

various locations survived. 

 

After the flood passed people righted themselves and built a somewhat stable way of life and culture. 

There came a time for an initiation into a higher stage of maturity and in the West the story of Adam and 

Eve tells of the core, central people and their initiation. Their development would set the tone and reach 

out to effect all humanity, the descendants of a whole pre-Adamic human history before them. In the 

development of consciousness the highest stage is to reach the stage of being a co-creator, to master the 

process of creation, to learn love within a family and to replicate and expand on God's way of doing 

things upon the earth. Humanity as a whole had moved on from the stage of learning responsibility and 

had gained a base of intellectual and emotional maturity. Initiation is an orderly progress where one 

would remember and internalize what one has learnt. Yet mankind went through such upheaval in the 

flood that it is hard to say this was an orderly process. There was a world based on the original ideal of 

creation and an opposing world and both were going through stages of development alongside each other. 

Probably much had to be wiped out and forgotten to turn things right. 

 

Again, let's look at what was set in place from the relationship between God's masculine and feminine 

aspects and then of Lucifer's interaction with each of them. The masculine and feminine have a fulfilled 

relationship and that will always hold true. The masculine aspect had a bond with Lucifer that had been 

based on a unity of purpose. So that existed, a good Lucifer with an unrealized potential. And there is the 

Lucifer who had broken that bond and set upon removing the masculine from his position in relation to 

the feminine. The feminine was protected from the angel, really she could only see him through the eyes 

of her counterpart. So the domain of God is also protected. But the fulfillment of the original ideal was 

always meant to be a cooperation between humans and God. Lucifer thought he could use that, work to 

gain the compliance of humans and they would help him build his world. Also with the feminine 

protected, awareness was removed from the experience of a sustainable relationship. There was now two 

views of what that experience was. God's masculine, who initiated it, and Lucifer's who had now chosen 

to invert the whole order. If one is cut off from the experience, everything becomes a narrative of what 

really happened. So humanity has always lacked the center of being and has depended on teachings, some 

more true, some an illusion. The conscience is the way we attune ourselves between the two yet the 

conscience can only function based on what it has learned. Humans are then susceptible to a well told 

story. 

 

So Lucifer beguiled Eve with his story in which he painted a world that she thought to be real and was 

offered a royal position. She believed him, his story was so all encompassing and he could tell her the 

principles of how the world was created and how she would give birth and co-create the ideal along with 

him. By now he had mastered how to create his lineage through seeding the daughters of mankind by 

putting his essential nature into Adam's seed. Eve received Lucifer's energy when she and he tasted the 

fruit of sexual intercourse. She then went to Adam fresh with the coding she received from Lucifer and 

this became the Cain lineage, the firstborn, born with the intent to fulfill Lucifer's ideal. The second son 

Abel, which included Seth's, carried the lineage which was aware of God's original intent; it was in their 

blood. They would be the ones who would clarify God's character and differentiate from the falsehood 

and destruction of Cain's lineage. 

 

The story of Adam and Eve is now put into the context that they were the first humans who stood in an 

initiation position for humanity to enter into a new level of consciousness. This also puts them into a 

tangible time period that we can start to understand with an historical mindset. They were modern humans 

in the modern era. The two lineages given birth begin with a clear opposition of allegiance and goals. 

They know each other, they have battles, separate to opposite banks of the river, infiltrate each other 



 

 

while still trying to set up their own realm of dominance. One sails off to expand their influence, the other 

follows. They both know their lineage, they both know their role. Although all humans are part of the 

battle of conscience, these original lineages don't stray from the attempt to gain a foothold and proceed to 

eventually win total dominance over the other. 

 

Throughout the world societies have had legends and victors who achieved virtue and showed a path 

others could learn from. As populations merged together the legends formed into the religious base for 

culture. This was a needed guidance system. So it has been the main field of battle that each lineage set 

out to dominate. They kept going at each other. The priests of the rites of human sacrifice would make 

demands, they would be revealed and their victims rise up against them. After time, the leaders weakened 

their defense and married with the dark priests and priestesses. One group would then separate to lead a 

way of life that recognized the value of human life. They would introduce a teaching and guidance but as 

its reach grew the teaching was used as a tool to gain allegiance. It could be made dogmatic and taught so 

it would protect an oppressive system and obscure the original path. 

 

The Cain and Abel lineages are well aware of this dynamic, that teachings are essential and that they can 

be twisted. Again, for Lucifer to achieve his ideal humans had to build it. People could create, he only 

could copy or respond to their creation. So to get their conscience to agree to his teaching there had to be 

a high degree of truth within it. But behind the words and appearance, like in Cain and Abel, power and 

murder was the real method. As the tribes expanded there were many battles between them. As the Cain 

side struck first, they often won and were able to repeat the stories and teachings of the Abel side and call 

them their own. Both sides heard the words of the same prophet. So they expanded their base in the 

religious world as well as in the secular world. People were learning but there was always doubt and to 

take a stand was uncertain. The leaders could say stand with us, they could offer some surety. 

 

Leadership mostly passed on through a system of hereditary lineage both in the church and in kingships. 

Alongside that there was always a thread of schools of spiritual mastery, some light and of the Abel 

lineage, some dark and of the Cain lineage. Initiates were mentored but lineage was a more trusted way to 

maintain knowledge. The need for these good and evil secret societies was that it is a difficult path to 

work at mastery in personal affairs, gain knowledge of past events, and consider pathways and goals that 

would take hold in the distant future. For the Abel groups, the need for secrecy is obvious, they would be 

killed if they were discovered. Still they were always able to find a way to teach through metaphor in 

legends, art and music, and through an integrative science. Artisans would design a cathedral which 

opened to a profusion of light entering through the stained glass windows and a structure which could 

hold the harmonies of the sacred chants. Every farmer could reflect on this and weigh the display against 

messages of human frailty before an inscrutable God. In the political realm the Abel groups became 

skilled at infiltration as advisors, priests, or scribes and in certain eras their voice had an influence and 

took root. There were also communities that were a needed separation from the intrigue who moved to 

outer islands, the desert, or beyond mountain ranges to practice and expand a service based culture. 

 

This hidden society was been able to improve the spiritual environment through the years. The use of 

metaphor and symbology became a recognized language that could resonate and impact people's personal 

lives. People stood up to have more of a say in the laws and rules of society. This change moved in 

stages, major eras, various movements. Great teachers lived who defined the nature of the original 

masculine God aspect and initiated eras in the process to restore the original relationship. They also 

showed how to distinguish the God aspect from the Luciferian aspect and guide each person to separate 

the two. Lucifer also has been able to use the newer awareness to expand his influence. As people took 

more power over their lives and creativity they were inclined to define life in materialistic terms. 

 

The Luciferian power base would expand into all aspects of society as they promoted crisis that would 

lure the governed to give their rights to a centralized government, industry, and financial system. A group 

of leaders who were all married to each other. Lucifer always needed the lineage to control society. His 

lineage is him. It is all he has since he inverted from God's way. God always gives and reciprocates but 

Lucifer needs us to give him everything. He really is nothing in his core so he sought us to give him 

meaning and then to give him energy and life. How then could God not let the life force he had given be 

turned against him? How could a being steal the life force, seek its defeat, then gain what he had 

destroyed? And then how could God not lose his life force and stay God? That is the background reason 

for there to be a clear distinction between the lineages of Cain and Abel. There was a lineage that was not 

His, that He was not okaying and trying to work with, that was trying to kill his people. He maintained a 

contract with His lineage to give guidance, send leading figures, and advance a way for people to bring 

the surrender or capitulation of the Cain lineage, their adherents, and the angel Lucifer and his fallen 

angels and forces. With the relationship of the two brothers God had a way to maintain His existence and 

ideal. 

 

Nowadays there is a thought that Communism represents a multi-national version of Lucifer's plan. But it 

is not attractive and a choice for the people who live within those systems. Lucifer is much better at 

telling why his world has the most to offer. The world of God and Lucifer will cross paths in the same 

place, in the religious sphere. They have the ability to practice service and forgiveness since they all teach 



 

 

it. It remains to be clarified that God can be found in the practice of these teachings and that often 

doctrines have obscured His life force. Still the priests and rulers of war and death need to be revealed and 

the hidden agenda exposed by an Abel lineage and a few who have infiltrated their systems and built a 

workable social structure. This has been a steady effort throughout history, infiltrate and build. 

 

Still, as this stands, it represents the final result of the brothers relationship being righted. The way of 

service which is the way of Abel moves Cain to surrender. Now the way for the united relationship 

between the masculine and feminine aspects of God needs to find a base on Earth. Remember, the 

feminine aspect was hidden though she and the masculine always maintained a relationship beyond the 

created world. She could not reach out into the inverted world like the masculine could and re-create the 

relationship between himself and Lucifer in the brothers Abel and Cain. She was made in such a way to 

see her reflection returned and know herself in a human couple that could return love to her. There needs 

to be a feminine person on Earth who fulfills the level of co-creation, whose life is able to identify with 

God's, and loves and is loved by her husband who stands above Abel as the restored Adam, who also 

identifies with God. When she stands clearly side by side with her husband, Lucifer will admit he prefers 

their love over his divisiveness, repent, and regain his original position. 

 

This view is clearly a Messianic one, there is a creator, an ideal, a falling away from that ideal and a path 

of restoration in which humanity has the vital role. A view in which a female messiah needs to be there 

with a male messiah. She will be hard to recognize since a receptive nature doesn't look or take on the 

role in the same way as leaders we have known. Almost more importantly, in the way of the Abel lineage 

one needed to be clear and focused on righting the relationship between the Cain lineage. All their 

teaching and ability was given to bring the world to see what they knew. Through every battle with others 

and with illusion their way was to adhere as best they knew to their role. When they meet the feminine 

messiah they are in the place where they can lay down their guard and receive her love. But then they 

need to move past all the honor in service to the mission and the path of virtue as it had been. She will 

stand graciously, no longer secreted in a slumber, as a muse, or a Lady of the Lake and her awakened 

presence will be hard to adjust to. 

 

The husband and the wife Messiah will be born of lineages prepared through generations from a distant 

past. They will be born in a nation, some outer isles or isolated beyond a mountain range, not out of the 

reach of warring nations, that is attuned to a certain call, not quite understood, within its culture. The 

husband and the wife will have a difficult life in which persecution and betrayal are common. They will 

consistently learn to digest this while they keep the memory of what these people had done that was of 

good will. Their life will be hard for they will have the depth of heart to feel what God has felt while He 

hoped for His children. But the time will come and once it is done, it is done. Everything. 

 

The order of relationship will change. The feminine God aspect will find her identity in the 

interaction with humans mature in love. The masculine aspect of God can turn back to her instead of 

having to be a God that had to deal with Lucifer's quest for dominance. He can speak from his heart, she 

will know and be understood, they can love freely. This union then brings the original intent of God to 

realization and the central, original God will be able to enter into a relationship with humans and all 

creation. 

 

 

 


